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Mrs Chairperson, let us observe a one-minute silence in his memory   
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  Plan of the presentation 

• Definitions (language, linguistic landscape)  

• Polish: language of the state and of the titular nation 
 – Polish: selected features  
 – knowledge of foreign languages in Poland  
 – minority languages in today’s Poland  

• Special case: Upper Silesia  

• Special case: Ukrainian and/or "Rusyn" languages in today's 
Poland 

 

 



DEFINITIONS 



  Language: economic perspective 

Language is one of the information subsystems,  
which constitute a system of state administration  
and management.  

It enables interpersonal and social communication  
in the fields of administration, economy and culture;  
it also builds a community of its users, its prestige  
and economic potential.  



  Language: economic perspective 

Interestingly enough language defined in this way has much 
in common with typical business entities.  
 

– it must be professionally managed  
(languages may be supervised and unsupervised)  

– it needs innovations to succeed  
(various levels of technological and organisational support)  

– it should be financially viable or at least balanced  
(loss-making, sustainable and profit-making languages) 



Professional management  
Universities, institutes, public institutions, schools 



Innovation 
imperative 



Financial 
viability 



  Linguistic landscape 

Linguistic landscape of a state includes the following:  
 
1. The official language of the titular nation  
2. Foreign languages known to citizens  
3. Minority languages  
4. Migrants’ languages  
 



POLISH FIRST:  
THE OFFICIAL LANGUAGE 



  Polish: good and stable situation 

Genetic classification: Indo-European, West Slavic 

Writing system: alphabetic  

Status: defined by the Constitution of the Republic of Poland (Art.27). 

Polish shall be the official language in the Republic of Poland. This 
provision shall not infringe upon national minority rights resulting 
from ratified international agreements. 

Symbol of identity: indirectly in the preamble to the Act on  
the Polish Language.  

[…] taking into consideration that the Polish language is  
a constituting element of the Polish national identity and  
national culture…  

 



  Polish: good and stable situation 

Internal diversity:  
very small (the change of borders after 1945 and related to it mass 
migrations which started in 1939)  

Legal and institutional protection:  
very high (numerous acts, educational system, scientific and academic 
institutions)  

Technological support: very high (CLARIN-PL)  

– morphosyntactic taggers,  
– syntax parsers,  
– automatic summarisation systems,  
– automated keywords generators,  
– automatic speech recognition systems,  
– rich lexical resources, including the biggest in the world wordnet  

  



  

Legal environment  
of Polish 

source: Walery Pisarek, The relationship between official and minority languages in Poland , EFNIL Conference in Dublin, 2009.  



Technological 
support 



lexeme Holandia  
in Polish Wordnet 



FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
IN POLAND 



  Language skills 

In the years following the break-free of Soviet domination  
in 1989 foreign language skills of Poles used to be described  
as poor.  

German was inherited from the war time (old generation).  

Russian as a sort of post-soviet competence (medium generation).  

English (and other western languages) were taught at school but 
not practiced.  

Today's situation is much better, especially among the young 
generations.   

 

Problem: data sources, subjectivity, various scales used  

 



Sources:  
EU and other  
public institutions  





Sources:  
reports created  
by information business  



Sources:  
ranking created by  
information business  



English skills: 
ranking of the EF 
Company 



  Language skills in Poland 

2018: 

Average level: ca 50% of the population speaking one L2  

Target level: 70% speaking one L2  

 



MINORITY LANGUAGES 



  Minority languages in today’s Poland 

Minority languages in Poland can be distinguished 
according to legal and factual sources.  

 

Legal sources: Act on national and ethnic minorities 
and on the regional languages  

 

Factual sources: national censuses, surveys  



  Minority languages in today’s Poland 

According to the Act on national and ethnic minorities and on 
the regional language there are 9 national minorities recognised 
in virtue of the law. They can use their respective languages:  
 

1) Byelorussians (46.8)  2) Czechs (1.3) 

3) Lithuanians (7.9)  4) Germans (147.8) 

5) Armenians (3.6)  6) Russians (13.0) 

7) Slovaks (3.2)  8) Ukrainians (51.0) 

9) Jews (7.5)  
 
 



  Minority languages in today’s Poland 

According to the Act on national and ethnic minorities and on 
the regional language there are 4 ethnic minorities recognised in 
virtue of the law. They can use their respective languages:  
 

1)  The Karaim (314)  2) The Lemko (10 500) 

3)  The Roma (17 000)  4) The Tatar (495-3 000) 
 

 

Regional language: Kashubian (240 000) 





http://mniejszosci.narodowe.mswia.gov.pl/mne/prawo/ustawa-o-mniejszosciac/tlumaczenia/6490,Tlumaczenia-Ustawy-o-mniejszosciach-narodowych-i-etnicznych-oraz-o-jezyku-region.html  



  National census 2011 

Polish 
Non-Polish 
    Silesian 
    Kashub 
    English 
    German 
    Belarusian 
    Ukrainian 
    Russian 
    Roma 
    French 
    Italian 
    Lemko 
    Spanish 
    Lithuanian 
    Vientmese 
Unknown 



  "Minority Act" vs  National Census  

1) Lack of microlanguages in MA 

2) Presence of a new identifications in the NC, e.g. Silesian  

3) Differences in numbers when sources are compared  

 

Sources for minority languages (quick selection):  
http://pl.languagesindanger.eu/  

http://www.inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/ 

 

 



  General remark 

The system is relatively stable and seems to satisfy most of  
the language users in Poland. Minor evolutionary changes take 
place.  

 

Dynamic changes can be observed in two cases: 

– dialects of Upper Silesia (regarded by some researchers  
 as one  language);  

– languages of migrants from Ukraine and Belarus 



MIGRANTS' LANGUAGES 



  Migrants' languages in today’s Poland 

Main problems:  

1) Lack of direct data  

2) Lack of surveys  

3) Dynamic situation (but there is a growing tendency)  

 

Solution?  

Indirect data:  

– Foreigners' Office / Urząd do Spraw Cudzoziemców   

– research surveys  

– persons attending exams or courses of Polish as a foreign 
language  

 



  

Number of persons  
who legalized their stay  
in Poland 



  
Permanent and temporary residence permit s in Poland 



  Migrants' languages in today’s Poland 

Scientific surveys as 
good data sources  



UPPER SILESIA REGION:  
DIALECTS OR LANGUAGE 



  Upper Silesia – some facts  

 

In 2001 national census ca 57,000 persons declared they used 
"Silesian" at home (over the population of ca 38,500,000).  

In 2011 national census ca 530 000 persons declared they used 
"Silesian" at home.  

In 2011 national census 436 000 persons declared their first 
national-ethnic identity as "Silesian", 847 000 persons declared it 
as 1st or 2nd identification.  
 



  Upper Silesia – some facts  

 
History of these regions is complex , it including long periods  
of dependency on neighbouring countries.  

There is a relatively strong cultural identity among some part  
of the population of two Silesian Voivodships (Opole and 
Katowice regions).   

Many people believe there exists Silesian nationality and 
language.  
 
 



  Upper Silesia – controversies   

Geography  

Politics   

Culture  

Language 

Demography   



By Poznaniak - praca własna na podstawie: Kazimierz Orzechowski, Historia Ustroju Śląska 1202-1740, Wrocław 2005 r., s. 147, ISBN 83-229-2654-5, CC BY-SA 
3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=30418298 

Geography: Silesia is a great historical region which consist of Upper, Lower Silesia, plus 
Opole region, Cieszyn region.  

However, the name "Silesian Voivodship belongs to just a small part of that region.  



Politics: In the case of Upper Silesia language status project was closely tied 
with a political project of region's autonomy and ultimately independence.  

Whereas:  
Art. 3. of the Constitution says: The Republic of Poland shall be a unitary State.  



  Upper Silesia – controversies   

Culture and language:  
some part of the population living on this territory used to speak their way 
("po śląsku") in a state of diglossia, irrespective of the direction of political 
winds.  

They have been doing it for generations, they continue to do it, without  
being disturbed by any external influence, but at every historical moment 
respecting state languages (Czech, German, Polish).  

Striving for status empowerment of the Silesian dialects is more about money 
and power guaranteed for official minority languages, less about the real 
needs of the population.  
 
Demography:  

Population of the Katowice and Opole regions is mixed, especially in cities. 
For over 70 years now local inhabitants have been moving  away and new 
people seeking for jobs were coming. Effective lines dividing Polish and 
Silesian people are hardly possible to draw.  



  Upper Silesia – controversies   

The main problem of “Silesianess” is connecting language issues with politics. The 
Silesian Autonomy Movement (RAŚ) has clearly established its political goals and 
thus treats the new "Silesian" language as a tool of separatism.  

The Polish authorities react to this situation in accordance with the law and 
historical experience. What kind of experience?  

There have been various problems in the Polish thousand year long history. 
However, they have always had one thing in common: inner weakness and/or the 
interference of the neighbours have led to country's excessive decentralisation or 
partitions. Examples:  

– 1138-1320: feudal fragmentation (the succession of Bolesław III Wrymouth); 

– 16th cent. – 17th cent.: advancing the interest of noblemen over the interest 
    of the state leads to weakening Poland;  

– 1772, 1793 and 1795: the partitions of Poland, lasting until 1918; 

– 1939: the German and Soviet invasion and partition of Poland.  
 
If language issues in Upper Silesia remain connected with separatism and politics, 
no one will support the initiative of raising the status of Silesian dialects.  



UKRAINIANS  
IN POLAND 



  Ukrainians in today’s Poland 

Ukrainians are the greatest group of immigrants  
or migrants in Poland today.  

There are no exact data regarding their number.  
– no visa obligation  
– legal employment based on declarations  
– employment without permissions  
– very recent and dynamic phenomenon  

 
Sources regarding their number: only indirect  
No sources regarding languages they use  



  Indirect sources: numbers 

1) Polish National bank [numbers, origin, profiles, 
 wages]  

2) Working offices [official work permits, profiles]  

3) Social security  

4) Ministry of Interior and Administration  

5) Press sources [unreliable, exaggerated data] 



  Legal residence permits in Poland 
(Ukrainians and others) 



  Example of indirect data 
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  Indirect sources: numbers 

The most probable number of Ukrainians in Poland  
for 2018 is:  

ca 2,000,000 
 

According to economic sources estimations for 2019 are:  

ca 3,000,000 
 



  Languages 

No empirical data but...  

 

Ukrainians are mostly bilingual. Apart from languages 
learned at school they speak Ukrainian and/or 
Russian, sometimes Ukrainian-Russian mix called 
surżyk. By learning Polish some of them become 
trilingual.  



  Success – how does it look like? 

1) Ukrainian in public space  

2) Positive attitude of Poles towards Ukrainians  

3) Economic reasons  

4) Historical reasons  

 

 

Now, let's the data speak… 

 



  Public space: universities (76) 
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  Public space: public transport (26) 
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  Public space: voivodship offices (16) 
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  Public space: banks WWW pages (18) 
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  Public space: insurance companies (17) 
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BANKS 



Public transports: example of Wrocław 



Bi-lingual 
commercial 
flyers 



Wrocław 
Airport  



Publicity at the Wrocław railway station 



Typical university page:  
AGH University of Science and Technology 



Press 





What is it all about?  

POLISH-UKRAINIAN  
OR  

POLAND-UKRAINE? 



  

1939-1945 





  Ukrainian: change of profile 

Tool: 

Monco search engine, 
created by Piotr Pęzik 
University of Łódź 

and  

CLARIN-PL 



  Verbal collocations of 'Ukrainian' 

2018 2010 



  
Ukrainians: from Wołyń murderer  

to valuable worker 
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS 



  Final remarks – general  

1) The situation of the Polish language is good: the language is stable and 
develops in a favourable legal, educational, academic and technological 
environment. Just "normal" changes take place, e.g. feminisation, simple 
Polish initiative, Polish-English rivalry.  

2) The situation of minority languages is stable and uncontroversial. 

3) The most serious language changes after 1945 include:  
 – the unprecedented flattening of language varieties during the period  
  of Polish People’s Republic; 
 – recognizing "official " minorities and the renaissance of local dialects 
           after 1989;  
 – the freedom of official self-identification (after 1989); 
 – the reintegration of Eastern languages in the public space (after 1989).  

4) Teaching migrants’ children is the first and most serious challenge to 
the Polish language policy today.  



  
Final remarks – prospects of 

multilingualism  

1) Poland has a rich and time-honoured rich tradition  
of multilingualism.  

2) At present, multilingualism has a growing tendency   

3) Multilingualism among Poles, which is already high  
(50% communicating in L1), should amount to 70% of  
the population speaking at least one foreign language.   



  Final remarks – return to the past?  

1) The multilingual and multinational Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth 
belongs to the past and will never reappear. 

2) However, there has always been Eastern-oriented multilingualism in Poland. 

3) The present renaissance of Ukrainian and other eastern languages in Poland 
is a sort of "return to the future".  
It was made possible by many factors:  

 – economy (higher salaries, better work conditions and prospects)  
 – security (the war in the East of Ukraine drives emigration)  
 – culture (close relations of the nations dwelling in the former  
  Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth)  
 – maturity of the Polish, who have learned to distinguish the past from  
  the present and do not accept the rule of collective responsibility.   



  
Return to the future: diagnosis or 

wishful thinking?  

Poles, Ukrainians, Belarusians and Lithuanians – we lived together in one 
common state for hundreds of years.  
The mistakes made by the magnates that ruled over the Eastern lands  
until the end of the seventeenth century (not investing in education and 
disparaging the aspirations of local peoples), military invasions and 
aggressive propaganda of neighbouring states resulted in deep social 
divisions attaining their tragic zenith in the first half of the nineteenth 
century.  
Today, wounds are being healed and divisions overcome. 
The hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians and Belarusians who come to 
Poland every year are not cultural aliens or “immigrants”.  
More and more often they are perceived as our own citizens because their 
languages, their accents, their religion and mentality were for many 
centuries in the past part of our culture and source of it's richness.  
Today’s Poland, democratic and egalitarian, although still bearing the burden 
of history, is inclusive and open to these people.  



Polish denarius from 1018 with Cyrillic inscription from the mint 
of Bolesław Chrobry (Bolesław I the Brave).  



DZIĘKUJĘ ZA UWAGĘ 

Uwaga:  
żaden fragment niniejszej prezentacji ekranowej (tekst, grafika, logotypy) nie może być powielany lub rozpowszechniany   
w żadnej formie i w żaden sposób bez uprzedniego zezwolenia jego twórcy.  Wszelkie znaki graficzne, nazwy własne, 
logotypy i inne dane są chronione prawem autorskim i należą do ich właścicieli.   

Prof.  Adam Pawłowski (Uniwersytet Wrocławski) 
 


